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Alfredo Lorenzi graduated in Mathematics at Universita degli Studi di Milano in 1967
under the supervision of Giovanni Ricci. Then, he moved to Florence, where he stayed for
four years. In this period, under the supervision of Giorgio Talenti, Alfredo Lorenzi was
introduced to the eld of inverse and ill posed problems, of which eld he became later
a well recognized expert. After the period in Florence, he moved back to Milan where he
became full professor on November 1th, 1980.
His researches put him in contact with the very well recognized Russian School on
inverse problems. One anecdote is of much help to understand his way of thinking. Before
visiting Russia for the rst time to start new collaborations, he decided to attend several
courses of Russian language in Milan. Only when he was convinced that his Russian
was uent enough to speak with Russian colleagues in their native language he went to
Russia. After the rst visit, he spent one month per year in the next ten years, visiting
mainly Moscow and Novosibirsk. During these periods he had been in touch with many
mathematicians and he invited most of them in Milan to collaborate with him and his
Italian colleagues. He was so attracted by the Russian culture that, also when in Milan,
he was used to read books of Russian culture and ction, written in Russian, and listening
Russian music, mainly Russian singer-songwriters. Among them he was very fond of
Vysockij.
During all his life, Mathematics occupied a very large part of his days. Hence, almost
all the days (just not to say all the days, which anyway would be much closer to reality)
after dinner he moved to his study and work till late evening. Till the very last days
of his life he had worked on his mathematics projects, keeping the contacts with all his
collaborators. This also when he was a patient in hospitals. There, he spent more than
two months of his last period. One of his main concern was to have a desk, his beloved
pencil and eraser and a laptop with an internet connection to keep on his researches and
discuss with colleagues.
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Alfredo was author of more than 150 papers, and two scientic monographs. He
investigated many interesting problems and obtained such important results that his work
was cited and mentioned on journals of major international relevance. Alfredo could come
across as a strong and assertive person at a rst glance, but he was also very kind and
always willing to help anyone who needed him. His enthusiasm for scientic research was
very important and a great aid to all his collaborators, because it pushed everyone to focus
on the hardest points and face all the new challenges with more and more strength. He
was also very interested in forming and training new mathematicians. In this respect he
wrote many books of Calculus and Advanced Calculus. Several time he had been in contact
with young students from high schools. During these meetings, following his philosophy of
mathematics, he suggested them non standard problems to stimulate their skills.
He seemed optimist until the very end, and his loss was truly shocking for all his
friends and colleagues. He will forever remain in our hearts.
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